Synthesis of monopolar ultrasound pulses for therapy: the frequency-compounding transducer.
In diagnostic ultrasound, broadband transducers capable of short acoustic pulse emission and reception can improve axial resolution and provide sufficient bandwidth for harmonic imaging and multi-frequency excitation techniques. In histotripsy, a cavitation-based ultrasound therapy, short acoustic pulses (<2 cycles) can produce precise tissue ablation wherein lesion formation only occurs when the applied peak negative pressure exceeds an intrinsic threshold of the medium. This paper investigates a frequency compounding technique to synthesize nearly monopolar (half-cycle) ultrasound pulses. More specifically, these pulses were generated using a custom transducer composed of 23 individual relatively-broadband piezoceramic elements with various resonant frequencies (0.5, 1, 1.5, 2, and 3 MHz). Each frequency component of the transducer was capable of generating 1.5-cycle pulses with only one high-amplitude negative half-cycle using a custom 23-channel high-voltage pulser. By varying time delays of individual frequency components to allow their principal peak negative peaks to arrive at the focus of the transducer constructively, destructive interference occurs elsewhere in time and space, resulting in a monopolar pulse approximation with a dominant negative phase (with measured peak negative pressure [P-]: peak positive pressure [P+] = 4.68: 1). By inverting the excitation pulses to individual elements, monopolar pulses with a dominant positive phase can also be generated (with measured P+: P- = 4.74: 1). Experiments in RBC phantoms indicated that monopolar pulses with a dominant negative phase were able to produce very precise histotripsy-type lesions using the intrinsic threshold mechanism. Monopolar pulses with a dominant negative phase can inhibit shock scattering during histotripsy, leading to more predictable lesion formation using the intrinsic threshold mechanism, while greatly reducing any constructive interference, and potential hot-spots elsewhere. Moreover, these monopolar pulses could have many potential benefits in ultrasound imaging, including axial resolution improvement, speckle reduction, and contrast enhancement in pulse inversion imaging.